AI-Powered Knowledge Management

Tired of spending your time looking
for information versus putting it to use?

My answers are in
there, but where?
Today, I”ll spend hours searching
through our company’s repository
of folders, subscriptions and tools.

Finding answers in just a few minutes.
Saving time around the globe.

Knowledge workers spend up to 25% of their time every week
searching for information they can’t find.
Lucy can solve this problem, turning hours into minutes.
Lucy assists teams across an organization with the capability to easily access
and leverage all of the valuable enterprise knowledge that has already been
created and accumulated through time, money and insights.

Put Lucy to work in your organization | Get a demo at www.lucy.ai

Hiring Lucy will help uncover valuable knowledge and data
(some that you may not even have known was there).
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Save time and money by avoiding redundant research
Efficiently share knowledge and insights
Automates standardized data asset tagging
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Leverage valuable video (and audio) assets
Reduce strain on subject-matter experts
Preserve information usually lost during
employee transition
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Lucy reads, listens, watches and learns all of the data that you share with her.
She never leaves, never forgets and becomes smarter every day.

Lucy Helps With
Technical Documentation:
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Research and Insights:
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Customer Success:
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Put Lucy to work in your organization | Get a demo at www.lucy.ai

